
I am Interested in Prescribed Burning 

Who can help me get started? 

What is a reasonable expectation of results of Rx fire on a typical Hill Country 

property? 

Prescribed fire is probably the most inexpensive way to control regrowth blueberry cedar (ashe 

juniper) and cactus. It can suppress the regrowth of redberry cedar, aguerita, mesquite, 

persimmon and other woody species. If you have ladder fuel beneath live oaks a fire will very 

likely destroy the canopy causing the oak to re-sprout from the root. Some managers see a 

benefit to bringing the canopy back to the ground where deer and livestock can graze it while 

others do not want to lose the live oak canopy. If you are one of the latter then mechanical 

removal of ladder fuels beneath live oak may be a necessary part of your preparation. Burning 

with different parameters can mitigate damage to live oak canopy but will also result in a less 

effective suppression of other woody species. An effective Rx fire needs fine fuel (grass) to carry 

it throughout the burn unit. A dense cedar break does not have adequate fine fuel to carry a 

fire. Even with very dry conditions and good wind a crown fire will only travel 50’-75’into a 

cedar break, so if the land you are attempting to treat is completely dominated by a cedar 

canopy, you will likely need to treat the land with mechanical or chemical treatments before 

using fire to prevent its regrowth. Fire invigorates growth of most grasses and promotes 

regrowth of highly palatable vegetative material that is most attractive to livestock and wildlife. 

Where can I receive training and assistance with Rx fire? 

There are a number of excellent resources to assist managers with implementation of Rx fire on 

their property. Each has advantages and disadvantages each manager must consider to find the 

solution that best fits their particular situation. 

Certified, Insured Prescribed Burn Managers— 

These folks are professional burn managers licensed by the Texas Department of Agriculture 

who bring their own personnel, equipment, and liability insurance to a burn. They will plan and 

execute your burn. You will be responsible for hiring heavy equipment to install fire breaks on 

the burn unit but the CIPBM and his crew will conduct the burn. The huge advantage to the 

manager is that the CIPBM and his insurance are completely responsible under Texas statute 

for the fire absolving the landowner/manager from all liability. The cost of hiring a professional 

will easily run between $5,000-$15, 000 for 100-300 acres burn units. That is a small price for 



many to pay for the assurance that an experienced professional with his own insurance is 

conducting the burn. 

Agencies that assist landowner/managers with Rx fire— 

There are a number of state and federal agencies that can assist landowners with 

implementation of Rx fire. Most counties in Texas have a federal Natural Resource 

Conservation Service (NRCS) office. These folks oversee a number of beneficial land 

management practices. They can assist with writing burn plans, providing maps, technical 

advice, and at times can even assist with your burn providing they are not sharing the cost of 

the burn under one of their conservation program practices. This is a wonderful starting point 

for many who are newly introduced to the practice of Rx fire. The down side NRCS faces is lack 

of adequate burn authority for their personnel. Your local NRCS folks may be able to write your 

burn plan but if that person lacks authority to attend the burn for a variety of agency 

constraints (terrain, size of burn, fuel load, etc.) they may not be able to actually participate on 

your burn. You will be the named burn boss on all burns in which any agency or burn 

association assists so you and your insurance bear liability for all negative outcomes of your 

burn. 

Texas Parks and Wildlife Department (TPWD) is a state agency with an entire division dedicated 

to teaching and assisting managers to implement Rx fire in Texas. TPWD provides training and 

technical assistance to landowners/managers wishing to utilize Rx fire. They can write your plan 

(with you as burn boss assuming all liability) and even bring a crew with equipment to assist 

with your burn. The two major disadvantages TPWD faces is that there are only four managers 

to serve the entire state (with each serving over 60 counties) and they must prioritize TPWD 

property burns over landowner assistance. While TPWD has emerged as one of the greatest 

landowner resources for Rx burning in Texas, the waiting line for their assistance can be a little 

long while a manager is looking at a limited number of favorable burn day weather scenarios 

for his property. 

Texas Agri-life Extension also provides extensive training resources to Rx burners bringing 

managers in contact with a broad range of experts in the Rx fire arena. They provide much 

information and technical training to those interested in Rx fire. 

Note: It is the goal of all agencies to train new practitioners in order that they may become self-

sufficient and conduct their burns without further agency participation by developing their own 

crew or by working with a local cooperative. 

Local/Regional Prescribed Burn Associations— 



Prescribed burn associations (PBAs) are local/regional cooperatives which provide shared 

equipment, resources, and a list of volunteers (generally local landowners/managers) to assist 

their membership with Rx burns. Each PBA exists to connect members, provide access to shared 

equipment, and coordinate burns within the county or area they serve. These associations 

charge dues and have their own government and policies regarding conducting fires in that 

area. They usually work with county governments and emergency responders as well as 

interacting with the public to promote the practice of burning in a particular geographic area. 

Most of these associations also work with NRCS and TPWD to assist with both equipment and 

experienced personnel. PBAs DO NOT CONDUCT BURNS for members nor do they assume any 

liability for a member’s burn. Their model is one of “neighbor assisting neighbor” and most 

require new members to participate on a number of member burns before they can use 

association resources to conduct their own. There are a number of PBAs throughout the state 

whose members have extensive experience with fire.  A major disadvantage for absentee 

landowners with the PBA model is the difficulty attending member burns to gain the requisite 

experience to conduct their own burn, particularly when burns must be scheduled and often re-

scheduled due to changing weather forecasts. A comprehensive list of PBAs and the areas they 

serve may be found on the Prescribed Burn Alliance of Texas webpage (pbatexas.org). 

Hopefully this information will help you select the best solution to implement fire on land you 

manage and assist with the development of a renewed fire culture in your area. 

“Happiness is smoke on the horizon.” 

 

https://pbatexas.org/

